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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to discuss concepts to eliminate duplication of effort, 
unnecessary redundancy in data collections and systems, and how to integrate 
geographically related data bases, which would facilitate data exchange among 
government GIS users.

In addition, the paper will provide specific examples of efforts between the Navy and Air 
Force in the New Orleans area to eliminate redundancy. The paper will discuss how GIS 
efforts underway in Louisiana state government could facilitate the elimination of 
duplication of effort, unnecessary redundancy in data collections and systems within the 
Department of Defense agencies responsible for GIS in New Orleans.

Introduction

Standards are intended prevent or minimize wasteful duplication of geospatial data 
collection and system development efforts. Geographic data are expensive and time-
consuming to produce, yet essential to many operations. Unfortunately many 
organizations need the same basic geographic data for their application and spend 
precious resources duplicating the same data sets. Others go without data because it’s 
too expensive and they can’t afford the production costs. 

Background

Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-16 outlines the responsibility of 
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Federal agencies with respect to coordination of surveying, mapping, and related spatial 
data activities reducing duplication and increasing the sharing of available data. Circular 
A-16 created the Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) and assigned it 
responsibilities for coordinating geospatial data themes to different Federal departments.

Executive Order (EO) Number 12906, April 1994 designated the FGDC as the lead 
entity to coordinate the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI), which includes all 
things necessary to improve utilization of geospatial data. In addition, the FGDC shall 
develop standards for implementing NSDI, in corporation with State, local, tribal 
governments, and the private and academic sectors. The EO further allows other 
standards to be identified and developed with the FGDC through its members. The 
FGDC Standards Reference Model represents and effort by the Standards Working 
Group (SWG) to document standards and provide guidelines to conduct standards 
development.

FGDC Standards as intended to increase interoperability among automated geospatial 
information systems and lead to the eventual development of a national digital spatial 
information resource. Involvement of Federal, State, and local governments, and private 
sector will enable sharing and efficient transfer of spatial data between producers and 
users. Enhanced coordination between agencies will build information partnerships that 
help avoid wasteful duplication of efforts and ensure effective and economical 
management of valuable spatial information resources.

Office of Management and Budget established the Framework Data Implementation 
Initiative Team (I-Team Initiative). It’s a joint project with FGDC, the Council for 
Excellence in Government, Urban Logic, National States Geographic Information 
Council, National Association of County Government, and other strategic partners. The I-
Team Initiative relies of locally formed interdependent partnerships of federal, state, 
local, tribal authorities, academia and private sector to implement the regional portion of 
the NSDI. The I-Team is responsible for developing the master plan for the development 
and management of local portion of the NSDI. This master or business plan is what gets 
your framework project off to a good start. It will help you develop ideas about how to 
run your project, explain the project to others, and gain their support

Many organizations produce and use geospatial data everyday. The framework provides 
basic information for these data themes.

Implementation Initiatives
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Louisiana GIS Council (LGISC)

Figure 1 Louisiana GIS Council

LGISC was created by an act of the legislature in 1995 to guide the sound development 
of GIS and geographically related information technology in the state of Louisiana. The 
state is benefiting from cost savings by eliminating duplication of data collecting, 
creation, and maintenance.

Louisiana I-Team (I-Team)

The Louisiana I-Team was formed in early 1992. It is creating the master business plan 
for the development and management of the Louisiana Spatial Data Infrastructure. It is 
involving all sectors of the Louisiana geospatial community. All of Louisiana’s geospatial 
needs and resources are aligned under the I-Team concept, all levels of government 
and private sector will have the opportunity to save money, migrate form existing legacy 
systems, and expand geospatial resources.

The Louisiana I-Team framework master plan was developed by people involved in the 
framework project. It provides guidance on developing the plan and a list of items to 
consider for the project.

Figure 2 Data Layers by the I-Team

The Louisiana I-Team Geospatial Information Initiative (I-Team Initiative) is a joint 
project of local, regional, and federal governments, and all levels of the geospatial 
community.  The I-Team works to make it easier for all levels of government and the 
geospatial community to collaborate in the building of the next generation of geospatial 
framework data for Louisiana.

The Louisiana Geographic Information Center is the NSDI clearinghouse for the state of 
Louisiana. Available for download is the Louisiana GIS CD. It provides users with a 
number of resources on the CD and over the Internet. This site will provide many online 
resources that will help you obtain the most out of your GIS experience. 

•        Timely updates 
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•        Patches to software 

•        Metadata 

•        Tools 

•         and more... 

The CD is available to the public FREE as part of an outreach program devoted to 
promoting the development and use of GIS in Louisiana. You can obtain a copy from the 
Louisiana GIS CD version 2.0 Product Update Center. This site contains current updates 
and news about the Louisiana GIS CD-ROM.

The following are coherent set of incentives making it easier:

−        A new feature has been added to the I-Team Group Information pages that will allow 
a you to access documents published by that specific group.

−        Gov. Foster signed Executive Order MJF 02-52 supporting the development of the 
Louisiana I-Team Initiative. 

−        Louisiana MAP Technology Innovation Fund proposal funded! For more 
information, see the Louisiana MAP Proposal Summary or download the proposal 
directly from the OIT website: Louisiana MAP.

Air Force GeoBase Geographic Information Office (GIO)

Concept of Operation

The vision of Air Force GeoBase program is "One Installation…One Map". The "One 
Map" is referred to as the Common Installation Picture - or CIP. It’s a single source of 
installation geospatial data. It will allow users to visualize the installation in an intuitive 
manner with the aid a geo-referenced aerial image as the backdrop. The CIP may 
contain any number of map 'layers' or 'themes' including buildings, roads, airfield 
surfaces, etc. in addition to the overhead image of the installation (See Appendix C.)

Figure 3 Common Installation Picture
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The CIP covers the installation and surrounding areas, thereby providing visibility on the 
immediate vicinity around the installation. This regional information supports Anti-Terrorism/
Force Protection (AT/FP) mission and can support regional planning activities. The installation 
commander based on the local variances encountered at each installation defines the extent of 
the CIP. 

The CIP is a consolidated single map source for an installation. One or more functional 
communities that act as stewards for that layer may maintain each map layer. As an 
example, the civil engineering (CE) may maintain core map layers such as: buildings, 
roads, and airfields. Weapons Safety maintains map layer depicting Quantity Distance 
(QD) arcs. While Security Forces maintain the map layer force protection features. 
These are just an example of a few. There may be others.

Figure 4 GeoBase Operational Concept

  

Many have expressed great frustration at the lack of progress in developing the NSDI 
framework layers, and requested stronger leadership and commitment from lead 
agencies.

Nevertheless, many agencies develop geospatial data for program use, but believe they 
do not have a mission to disseminate that geospatial data to the public or other 
agencies.  There is a lack of understanding among these latter agencies to fully 
participate in NSDI coordination efforts, because they view their data as a product for 
internal use only. Unfortunately without a clear mandate to do so, they have not devoted 
the resources needed to support this initiative.

Joint Service GIS initiative at NAS JRB New Orleans

The vision of Air Force GeoBase program is "One Installation…One Map". The Air Force 
Reserve and Guard, and Naval Reserve at the Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base 
New Orleans have fostered a partnerships by focusing on specific applications requiring 
interagency sharing and coordination of geospatial data and budget initiatives (See 
Appendix B).

Work is currently underway at NAS JRB New Orleans (NOLA) to create the “One 
Installation…One Map.” NAS JRB NOLA is in the beginning stages of establishing a 
Joint Services Spatial Data Working Group. The group is the locally responsible agency 
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with respect to coordination of surveying, mapping, and related spatial data activities 
reducing duplication and increasing the sharing of available data. In addition, it has been 
assigned responsibilities for coordinating geospatial data themes to different military 
installation departments.

The Headquarters Air Force Reserve Command GeoBase Strategic Plan provides 
overall framework for implementing and managing GIS resources within the reserves.  
This plan establishes the AFRC vision for GeoBase integration along with the goals, 
objectives, and strategies to achieve the vision.  Specific aims of the Strategic Plan at 
NAS JRB NOLA are as follows:

•          Guarantee that data generation processes follow specified standards. 

•          Promote cost sharing, communication, and cooperation between the different 
branches of service using common data sets. 

•          Provide cost effective GIS services to the joint Installation with accurate and current 
spatial data maintained in a single comprehensive data repository. 

•          Establish GeoBase expertise at NAS NOLA through professional development and 
training. 

•          Increase participation in, and initiation of, GeoBase type working groups at the 
installation level and any other opportunities to cost share creation of data layers needed.

•          Sustain NAS JRB NOLA GeoBase development

Figure 5 NAS JRB New Orleans "One Map"

Conclusion

Enhanced coordination between agencies is building information partnerships 
that are beginning to help us avoid wasteful duplication of efforts and ensure 
effective and economical management of valuable spatial information resources.

Coordination is a difficult, time-consuming job.  It cannot be done effectively 
using volunteer staff resources, working part time under the heading of “other 
duties.”  Interagency geo-spatial data coordination requires a full-time coordinator 
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in each agency, and a commitment by senior agency officials to actively support 
the goals.  Senior officials within the respective agencies will have to develop an 
understanding or appreciation of the importance of geo-spatial data or GIS to the 
overall mission of the agency.

The information fallacy that almost destroyed the information systems field is 

data is equivalent to information. The knowledge fallacy that underlies many of 
the claims about the Information Society is the assumption that information 
equals knowledge. The emergence of knowledge management engenders the next 
dangerous notion: that knowledge equals action. All these fallacies come from 
thinking of information as a good in itself independent of people.  

Substitute for “information technology”, a phrase such as, “collaboration 
technology” and you have a different focus - one that begins with real people 
making real decisions to have real impact.

Standards are intended prevent or minimize wasteful duplication of geospatial 
data collection and system development efforts. Many organizations at the Naval 
Air Station New Orleans need the same basic geographic data for their application 
and normally spend precious resources duplicating the same data sets.  However, 
through the efforts the newly formed Joint Services Spatial Data Working Group 
duplication will largely eliminated. Agencies who have had to go without data 
because it’s too expensive will be able to afford the product.

Geographic data, though expensive and time-consuming to produce, is essential 
to people.
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Appendix A

Framework Business Planning Template 

Framework Project Name: 

Geographic Extent: 

Timeframe: 

Sponsoring Agencies: 

Brief Description of Project Overview / Goals: 

Provide Succinct Narratives addressing each of the following strategic planning 
areas: 

I.                     Governance
A. What is the organizational structure and governance mechanism for the 
Framework Project?
B. Cite your mission statement, mandate, charter, etc. 

II.                   Operations 
A. Describe your personnel resources, expertise, capacity, and flexibility.
B. Describe your technical resources: hardware, software, procedures, tools. 

III.                  Legal / Political 
A. What statutory/regulatory measures impact your project?
B. Describe other political parameters or relevant community practices and 
values. 

IV.               Products & Services -- Describe the Framework data and products you 
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offer. 

V.                 Marketing 
A. Who are your customers? What market segments do you address?
B. Identify the demand you are addressing: who wants what, and why?
C. Describe the price sensitivity and flexibility of this demand, and how your 
pricing strategy addresses it.
D. What is your marketing strategy? 

VI.               Cooperation -- What cooperative goals and opportunities face your 
project? 

VII.              Competition -- What competitive factors face your project? 

VIII.            Change Factors -- What elements in these or other factors will change over 
the next 3-5 years, and how will they affect your business plan? 

IX.               

Table 1 Income Expense

Budget
A. Summarize your estimated revenues and expenses for the project's first year in 
the following format. Extrapolate for 3-5 years on separate sheets.
B. Describe your fiscal strategies and goals, any quantitative research or 
modeling you've used, and any strategic assumptions which impact the budget. 

X.                 Wrap-up 

XI.               Attachments -- Charts and graphs often help a presentation. Include any 
that help yours: a chart of your organization, a GANTT or PERT chart that shows 
project milestones, financial graphs, or others. 

Appendix B
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NAS JRB New Orleans Spatial Data Framework Working Group

Current Members:

Naval Facilities Engineering Command GIO

HQ Air Force Reserve Command GIO

HQ National Guard Bureau GIO

AF Contract Technical Support

Air Force Reserve Base Civil Engineer

Air National Guard Base Civil Engineer

Navy Public Works Officer

Appendix C

Air Force Reserve Command CIP Data Layers

The CIP corresponds roughly with the Base 
Comprehensive Planning C-Tab and depicts on-
ground features as can be determined from aerial 
photographs and/or high-resolution satellite 
imagery.  Additional base map features including 
buried and above-ground utilities, environmental 
data, mission-specific assets, etc. are considered 
Mission Data Set (MDS) and should be collected 
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as necessary in coordination with the appropriate 
functional data stewards.

The following are the USAF recommended 
minimal CIP base map themes (layers). The CIP 
for any given AFRC installation may include 
additional themes or may exclude one or more of 
these themes as necessary given unique mission 
requirements and local conditions:

Area Features:

Airfield parking aprons

Base boundary

Bridges

Buildings (excluding building 
interior blueprint/details)

Dams

Forest and vegetative cover

Helipads

Parking lots

Rivers and other water bodies

Runways

Linear Features:

Headwall/retaining walls

Curb lines/road edges

Elevation contours

Fences

Railroad lines

Road centerlines

Streams

Point Features:

Ground control points

Spot elevation points 

Imagery:

1 meter resolution imagery - color 
or panchromatic 
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Towers and storage tanks

Taxiways

Appendix D

NAS-JRB New Orleans GIS Layers
      

  

All Layers in State Plane Louisiana South - NAD 
83 except where noted

      

  
Description TSSDS Name Remarks CIP

          
Auditory

        

  
Airfield Noise Contours aunoicnt

    
Buildings

        

  
Buildings - Polygons bggenexs

    

  
Buildings - Off Base Structures bggenexs_off

    
          
Cadastre

        

  
Installation Property cddodins

    
          
Common
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Common Grid cmgrdcgl

    
          
Communications

        

  
Antenna codevanp

    

  
Communication Manhole coestmh

    
          
Contours

        

  
Contour Lines lfhypcnt

    

  
Spot Elevations lfhypspt

    
          
Environmental 
Hazards

        
          

  
Aboveground Storage Tanks ehtnkast

    

  
Underground Storage Tanks ehtnkust

    
          
Fauna

        

  
Bird Nesting Sites fahabnes

    
          
Flora

        

  
Forestry Stands - (outline) flhabvegl

    

  
Forestry Stands - (polygon) flhabvegb

    

  
Individual Trees - (points) flhabvegp

    

  
Shrub / Brush line flshrrng
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Geodetic

        

  
Survey Monuments gdsrvmnt

    
          
Hydrography

        

  
Flowing Surface Water hysurcrs

    

  
Wetlands hywetlnd

    
          
Improvements

        

  
Fence Lines imgenfnc

    

  
Athletic Recreation Sites imathb

Tennis 
courts, 
pools, 
playground, 
etc.

  

  
Unidentifed Features imgenunk

    

  
Improvement Misc Features imgenfet

Flagpoles, 
scoreboard, 
signs, etc.

  

  
Monitoring well imwelwel

    

  
Golf Course cart path imrectrl

    
          
INRMP

        

  
BASH Management Units famgthaz

    

  
Fish & Wildlife Management Units famgtunit
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Forestry Management Units flmgtunit

    

  
Wetlands Management Units hywetlndmgtunit

    

  

Outdoor Recreation Management 
Units imrecmgt_unit

    

  

Grounds Maintenance 
Management Units lscndgmamgt

    

  
Hunting Zones imrechnt

    
          
Land Status

        

  
Construction Areas lsmgtcon

    
          
Military 
Operations

        

  
ESQD Arcs mlsftarc

    

  

Taxiway Operations (flow 
directions) mlairdirl

    

  
Restricted Area mlsecres

    

  
Helicopter Landing pad mltrglnz

    
Planning

        

  
Existing Tenants Landuse existing_landuse_tenants

    
          
Transportation
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Airfield Feature Points trairsurp

Includes 
runway 
markers, 
windsock, 
runway 
center 
points, 
arresting 
gear, etc.

  

  

Airfield Surface (edge of 
pavement) trairsel

    

  
Roads (edge of pavement) trvehcrb

    

  
Sidewalks (edge of pavement) trpedswl

    

  
AICUZ trairapz

    

  
Runway Centerline trairacl

    

  
Aircraft Navigational Aid trairnav

    

  
Aircraft Loading Areas trairsurb

  
X

  
Piers & Rip Rap trhrbmor

    

  
Railroad trrrd

    

  
Bridges trvehbrg

    

  
Road Centerlines trvehrcl

    
          
Utilities

        
          

Electrical Electrical Lines (underground) utelecgp
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Electrical Poles utgentwr

Electrical 
poles, 
street lights

  

  
Electrical Substation utelesst

  
X

  
Electrical Transformers uteletbk

    

  
Electrical Vaults uteletvt

    
          

Fuel Fuel Pipeline utfulpip
    

  
Oil Water Separator utfulsep

    
          

Natural Gas Natural Gas Meters utgasmtr
    

  
Natural Gas Pipelines utgaspip

    

  
Natural Gas Regulators utgasreg

    

  
Natural Gas Valve utgasvlv

    
          

Potable Back Flow Preventers utwatbfp
    

  
Fire Hydrants utwathyd

    

  
Potable Water Meter utwatmtr

    

  
Potable Water Valves utwatvlv

    
          

Storm Culvert opening utgenclp
    

  
Headwalls utstohdp

    

  
Inlets utstoinl
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Pipe ends - discharge points utstodcg

    

  
Storm Water Drainage ditch / line utstooch

    

  
Storm Water Drain Trench  (points)utstoochp

    

  
Storm Water Lines utstopip

    

  
Storm Water Manholes utstomh
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